
 

 

 

 

Makhanda, 25 March 2020 

Dear Partners and Friends, 

Having to handle COVID-19 and to heal from it means that we are dealing with an experience which 

we never had before and certainly never forget. Public life is required to come to a stand-still and at 

the same time, some domains are asked to make sure that this pause can happen safely. These 

domains are health care, other basic and essential need providers as well as the flow of capital. 

During this unique and uncertain time, every one of us got something to give. First, we have to strictly 

follow health safety measurements on behalf of our families as well as the communities around us. 

Also, all of us are required to think out of the box and to find creative ways to contribute toward 

emotional and social stability within our homes. In doing so, we've got to focus on what we have to 

keep things working and in order to adjust. 

Over the last few days, our organisation has put thought into what we can contribute to lessening the 

emotional, social and economic insecurity among our partners during the time of lock-down. 

We have adjusted our means of operations by having our team members working from home. All in-

person meetings have been postponed. At the same time, the flow of communication with our 

partners will be kept-up. What we think of trying to facilitate virtually, over phone and WhatsApp was 

amended and restricted to these media. We have adjusted our March and April budgets and re-

allocated what was meant for transport and project materials to stock-up budget for communication. 

Siya-Sonke Child and Youth Development: weekly in-person Life-Skills and Tutoring sessions in Joza 

have been adjourned in alignment with our schools since last week. However, thanks to our 

committed student volunteer team the tutoring sessions will be picked-up via WhatsApp 

communication from next week - where possible. In addition, we are looking at how to share other 

learning resources which are accessible to families at no cost, such as for example through Vodacom 

e-school (https://www.vodacom.co.za/vodacom/services/vodacom-e-school). Where Whatsapp and 

e-learning technically don't work the tutoring will have to happen over the phone check-ins to an 

extent that we can afford. 

Siya Sonke family engagement, development planning and mentoring: Families already have worked 

on their annual plans to grow their assets. Nomaxabiso follows up with each family over the phone to 



 

see and elaborate on ideas about what people can do from home to continue with their activities 

during the lock-down. 

Siya Sonke Entrepreneurial Groups: Checking in on group members and mentoring will happen over 

WhatsApp and phone. Most of their activities will not be possible at all during the lock-down. 

However, maybe there are things to do – even in quarantine so that re-integrating into economic life 

can happen smoothly once the lock-down is over. 

We need to test these temporary amendments to learn what works under current circumstances. 

There are projects, like Khanya, Child Safety and workshops which were meant to happen during the 

second quarter of this year and will have to be postponed: 

Training in Asset-based Community Development with Siya Sonke social networks: meant to happen 

in March and April - will be postponed until interpersonal gatherings are possible again. 

Organisational Development training for entrepreneurs: meant to happen in April - will be postponed 

until interpersonal gatherings are possible again. 

Khanya workshops at High Schools: meant to start in June. However, it is very likely that schools will 

have to prioritise the curriculum once they can re-open. Therefore, we will look at opportunities to 

facilitate Khanya during winter and spring holidays. 

Child Safety workshops: meant to happen end of May and early June. We need to see how containing 

and preventing COVID-19 has unfolded by then and will adapt plans accordingly. 

We remain available and you can contact Nomaxabiso xaxa@raphaelcentre.co.za and Anne 

anne@raphaelcentre.co.za .  

Phone or WhatsApp for any further info: 082-966 2555. 

 

Warmest regards,  

Your Raphael Centre team 
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